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Introduction
Project Summary
Architecture & Access have been commissioned to provide access consulting services for Yarra Rangers
Shire Council - Council Accommodation at 15 Anderson Street, Lilydale.
The current development consists of:
•
•
•
•

Three level council offices accommodation building, including council chambers and library,
A single story contact centre building, including male & female public toilets,
Six portable buildings, linked in two groups of three,
Car parking, access roads and pedestrian pathways.

Site Inspection
The report is based on a site and building walkthrough undertaken on the 16th February 2016,
accompanied by Chenzi Yu from h2o architects.

Purpose of Report
A physical access audit was conducted using the DDA, DAPS, National Construction Code / Building Code of
Australia and Australian Standards as the basis for identifying non-conformances and resultant
recommendations. The purpose of this report is to provide the client with an access evaluation of the
building and site. The report provides an analysis of the areas reviewed and comment on building elements
that may leave the building owner exposed to a potential claim under the Disability Discrimination Act
(DDA).
The audit does not cover the following elements:
- Technical measurements (i.e. Forces required to operate doors, slip resistances of floors, lighting levels
and luminance contrast)
- Assessment of construction and fixing methods
- Design of structure or installation methods
- Assessment of existing hearing augmentation systems
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- Assessment of EWIS systems
- Assessment of Emergency Evacuation Plans.
All attempts have been made to identify the key non-conformances compared with the relevant legislative
requirements as they relate to access for people with disabilities. Where areas were locked or unable to be
inspected, assumptions may have been made based on areas inspected and which are seen to be typical of
other features within the building.
No occupational health and safety elements have been reviewed or have been included as part of this audit
or the report.
This report must not be used for any other purpose than what it has been developed for without prior
agreement from Architecture & Access.

Legislative Requirements
The Disability Discrimination Act. (DDA) 1992
The DDA is Commonwealth legislation which was enacted in 1993. It aims to eliminate discrimination
against people on the grounds of disability in many areas, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Work;
Accommodation;
Education;
The provision of goods and services; and
Access to premises.

Whilst Section 23 of the DDA stipulates that it is unlawful to discriminate, it does not provide
information on how to design, construct or manage buildings in a way that is not discriminatory.

The Disability (Access to Premises - Buildings) Standard. (DAPS) 2010
The DAPS purpose is to define how to provide dignified and equitable access for people with disabilities
which meets the intent of the DDA. This provides greater access for people with disabilities as well as
greater certainty for building owners and developers that their obligations under the DDA have been met.
Access is required to be provided to all levels of buildings and all facilities and services operating from
them, unless to do so would impose an unjustifiable hardship or the purpose of an area is unsuitable for a
person with a disability or poses a health and safety risk for that person.

National Construction Code/Building Code of Australia (NCC/BCA)
The requirements of the DAPS were included in the National Construction Code/Building Code of Australia
(NCC/BCA) in 2011 and apply to all new buildings and those undergoing building works which require a
building permit.

Australian Standards for Disability Access
The Australian Standards referenced by the NCC/BCA provide many of the technical details on the
construction of accessible buildings.
The following reference documents have been used in the preparation of this report:
- Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) 1992.
- Disability (Access to Premises – Buildings) Standards 2010.
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- Guideline on the Application of the Premises Standards Version 2 (2013), produced by Human Rights &
Equal Opportunities Commission.
- National Construction Code / Building Code of Australia (NCC/BCA), as it applies to new buildings or
buildings undergoing significant refurbishment or alteration.
- AS 1428.1 – 2009 Design for access and mobility – General requirements for access – New building work
(including Amendment 1 – 2010), referenced by the NCC and therefore includes mandatory requirements
which impact on new building design.
- AS 1428.2 – 1992 Design for access and mobility – Enhanced and additional requirements. Whilst not
mandatory, it is recommended as it contains preferred requirements for providing improved access for
people with disabilities including fitout.
- AS 1428.4.1 –2009 Design for access and mobility – Means to assist the orientation of people with vision
impairment – Tactile ground surface indicators,also referenced by the NCC and includes mandatory
requirements.
- AS 1428.1 – 2001Design for access and mobility – General requirements for access – New building work,
as referenced by the DAPS for existing buildings.
- AS 2890.1 – 1993 Parking facilities Off-street parking.
- AS / NZS 2890.6 – 2009 Parking facilities Off-street parking for people with disabilities.
- AS 1288 – 2006 Glass in Buildings – Selection and installation.
- AS 1428.5 – 2010 Design for access and mobility – Communication for people who are deaf or hearing
impaired.

Review Comments
The areas of the development where compliance has been achieved and areas which require review are
identified in the remainder of this report.
The section numbers refer to Architecture & Access' standard report format. Please note, all numbers may
not appear in this report as sections which are not relevant to this project have been deleted. A full list of
the sections in the standard report format are listed at the end of this report.
Items 1.0 - 19.0 are areas where compliance with the requirements of the National Construction Code and
its referenced Australian Standards is required. Additional non-mandated recommendations are also
included under each area.
Items 20.0 - 24.0 are items where there are no mandatory requirements but are recommended to more
closely meet the intent of the DDA.
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The following colour codes and letters have been used:
Colour Icon Initial
Red

H (High)

Amber

M (Medium)

Green

R (Recommend)

Blue

X (Exemption, Concession or
Departure)

Clear

Comments
Items which are mandatory under the DAPS
and NCC/BCA and a high priority.
Items which are not mandatory but are
Architecture & Access' professional opinion.
These are recommended to more closely meet
the intent of the DDA and are a medium
priority.
Further comments or recommendations.
Areas where access is not being provided. They
are either exempt under D3.4, eligible for a
concession in existing buildings or are an
agreed departure from fully compliant access
requirements.
No further action required.

Architecture & Access has taken a risk management approach to assist in assessing and prioritizing
building works to improve access for people with disabilities to and within the site and buildings.
Architecture & Access have identified physical access issues which do not comply with the Disability
(Access to Premises - Buildings) Standards, the National Construction Code/Building Code of Australia and
its referenced Australian Standards. These issues are potential sources of discrimination.
The risk rating has been developed against potential disability discrimination complaints from previous
claims, our experience and knowledge within the industry.
The following colour codes and letters have been used:
Colour Icon Risk Rating

Priorities

Red

H (High) - Likely to occur

Works to commence within 12 months.

Amber

M (Medium) - May occur

Works to commence within 5 years.

Green

R (Recommend) - Unlikely to occur

Blue

Clear

Works to commence within 10 years as
part of upgrade works or as needed for
individual users.
Areas where access is not being
provided. They are either exempt under
D3.4, eligible for a concession in existing
X (Exemption, Concession or Departure) buildings or are an agreed departure
from fully compliant access
requirements.
No further action required.
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1.0 Parking and Drop Off Zones
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

Provide compliant spaces close to the
building entry points.

H

1.1

Parking & Drop Off Zones

.1

Dedicated parking spaces for people with
disabilities are provided but not in
compliance with AS2890.6.

.2

Kerb ramps adjacent accessible car spaces Provide appropriate kerb ramps linking
are non-compliant.
accessible car spaces to paths.

H
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2.0 External Paths of Travel
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

2.1

External Pathways

.1

A path of travel does not connect from the Provide a continuous accessible path of
property boundary to the building entry,
travel from the property boundary and the
car park and other buildings on the site.
car park to the building entrance.

H

.2

Path width varies.

Provide 1800mm for main paths, 1500mm
for secondary paths and 1200mm for all
paths.

M

.3

Crossfalls on pathways exceed 1:40.

Provide crossfall, no steeper than 1:40.

H

.4

Kerb ramps not provided in compliance
with AS1428.1.

Provide as per AS1428.1.
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Provide TGSIs set back 300mm from the
road edge for a depth of 600-800mm,
perpendicular to the direction of travel.

.5

Kerb ramp TGSIs not provided in all cases.

.6

Paving surface at rear or portables 4,5 & 6
Provide a firm, slip resistant surface.
is unsealed.

H

.7

Timber decking at Tree House portables.

Any gaps between boards should be
between 6-10mm.

M

.8

Lighting - not assessed.

Lighting consultant to ensure consistent
lighting without undue shadows or glare is
provided.

M

H
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3.0 Entrances
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

3.1

Council Chamber Entrance

.1

Compliant access is not provided through
the principal pedestrian entry.

Entry doors to provide a minimum 850mm
clear opening through the active leaf.

H

.2

Force to open non-compliant.

Force to open to be 20N max or auto door
required.

H

Issue

Action

Rating Comments

3.2

Library Entrance

.3

Luminance contrast of doors does not
achieve the required 30%.

Provide a means of identifying door opening
H
within the glazed wall.

.4

No level landing provided in front of entry
door.

Provide gradient & crossfall at landing no
greater than 1:40.

H
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.5

Auto doors provided.

No further action required.

Issue

Action

Rating Comments

3.3

Tree House Entrance

.6

Entrances are provided in compliance with Compliance can be achieved if constructed
according to the documentation.
AS1428.1.

.7

Force to open non-compliant.

Force to open to be 20N max or auto door
required.

H

Issue

Action

Rating Comments

3.4

Contact Centre Entrance
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.8

Entry is not provided through the principal Provide an accessible path of travel through
pedestrian entry due to step at door.
the principal pedestrian entry.

H
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4.0 Doors
Issue

Action

4.1

Internal Doors - Site wide

.1

The majority of doors are not provided
with compliant clear open width of 850mm Modification to the existing fitout will be
and door circulation spaces as per
required to achieve compliance.
AS1428.1.

Rating Comments

H

5.0 Door Controls
Issue
5.1

Door Controls

.1

Door handles are generally 'D' lever and
controls are located at compliant heights
and locations.

Action

Replace door handles that are noncompliant.

Rating Comments
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Provide lever door snib with min 45mm
length from the centre of the spindle.

.2

Door snibs are non-compliant.

.3

Door closer force exceeds requirements on Ensure force to open door does not exceed
many doors.
20N or auto door required.

H

.4

Provide door controls 900-1200mm AFFL
Push buttons/ swipe card readers location and
not less than 500mm from an internal
non-compliant in some locations.
corner.

H

.5

Provide proximity readers 900-1250mm
Proximity reader location is non-compliant AFFL
and not less than 500mm from an
in some locations.
internal corner.

H

.6

Door control location.

Where possible, provide door controls in a
consistent location on the latchside of the
doors.

H

M
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7.0 Internal Paths of Travel
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

7.1

Internal Paths of Travel - Site wide

.1

A continuous accessible path of travel is
not provided from the building entry to all
areas of the building required to be
accessible.

Compliance can be achieved if fitout
modified to meet AS1428.1.

H

.2

Affected path of travel.

A continuous accessible path of travel from
the building entry door to any new building
works will be required if new works
undertaken.

H

.3

Path of travel width less than 1000mm in
some locations due to obstructions.

Provide 1000mm minimum wide path of
travel. free of all obstructions.

H
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.4

Non-compliant landing size provided on
paths of travel within office fitouts.

Provide landing size 1500x1500mm at
places where 90 deg. turns occur. The
internal corner can be splayed.

.5

Required turning space at end of path of
travel not always provided.

Provide 1540x2070mm turning space within
2m of the end of path of travel where it is
H
not possible to continue.

.6

Obstructions located in paths of travel in
some locations.

Recess obstructions such as fire hose reels,
bins or drinking fountains so they don't
intrude into the path of travel.

H

M
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8.0 Walkways & Ramps
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

8.1

Library External Ramps

.1

Library ramps are not provided in
accordance with AS1428.1. No or noncompliant handrails, gradient too steep.

Provide compliant ramp access in any
redevelopment.

H

.2

TGSIs are not provided.

Provide TGSIs at top and base of ramps,
across the full width & in a colour which
provides a compliant luminance contrast.

H

Issue

Action

Rating Comments

Provide compliant ramp access in any
redevelopment.

H

8.2

Council Offices External Ramps

.3

Council Chamber access ramp is not
provided in accordance with AS1428.1.
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.4

TGSIs are not provided.

Provide TGSIs at top and base of ramps,
across the full width & in a colour which
provides a compliant luminance contrast.

H

.5

Luminance contrast not achieved with
TGSIs to main entry ramp.

Provide TGSIs that achieve a luminance
contrast of minimum 30% for integrated,
45% for discrete or 60% for composite
TGSIs.

H

Action

Rating Comments

Provide compliant stairs in any
redevelopment project.

H

9.0 Stairs
Issue
9.1

External Stairs - Site wide

.1

All external stairs are non-compliant with
AS1428.1.
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.2

TGSIs generally not provided to external
stairs.

Provide TGSIs at top and base of stairs,
across the full width & in a colour which
provides a compliant luminance contrast.

.3

Lluminance contrast not achieved with
TGSIs to main entry stairs.

Provide TGSIs that achieve a luminance
contrast of 30% for integrated tiles, 45% for H
discrete or 60% for composite TGSIs.

Issue

Action

9.2

Internal Stairs - Council Offices

H

Rating Comments
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.4

Internal stairs are not provided with
compliant handrails and contrast nosings
in accordance with AS1428.1.

.5

Provide TGSIs at top and base of stairs,
TGSIs are not provided to internal stairs as across
the full width & in a colour which
per AS1428.4.1.
provides a compliant luminance contrast.

Provide compliant stairs in any
redevelopment.

H

H
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10.0 Lifts & Escalators
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

Provide lift in accordance with AS1735.12,
sized at 1100x1400mm for lifts which travel
less than 12m OR 1400x1600mm for lifts
which travel 12m or more.

H

10.1 Lifts

.1

No lift access provided between levels.

11.0 Unisex Accessible Sanitary Facilities (UAWC)
Action

Rating Comments

UAWC layout and fitout doesn't comply
with AS1428.1:2001.

Room can comply with AS1428.1:2001
under concession available with
modification to existing fitout.

H

Issue

Action

Rating Comments

Issue
11.1 Council Offices UAWC - Ground Floor

.1

Offices UAWC & Shower - Lower
11.2 Council
Ground

.2

UAWC room size and layout generally
complies with AS1428.1:2009 except as
noted below.

Modify fitout to meet AS1428.1 as detailed
below.
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.3

WC backrest mounted too high.

Provide WC back rest with a width of
350-400mm, 150-200mm high & located
120-150mm above the seat height.

H

.4

Jumbo toilet paper holder provided.

Provide TPH 460-700mm AFFL & no more
than 300mm in front of the pan.

H

.5

No shelf provided.

Provide 120x300mm min shelf at
800-830mm where it is part of the vanity or
120x300mm min at 900-1000mm AFFL
within any circulation space or 120x400mm
at 790-1000mm AFFL external to circulation
spaces.

H

.6

Provide all operative parts 900-1100mm
Hand dryer operative parts non-compliant. AFFL and not within 500mm of an internal
corner.

H

.7

Soap dispenser operative parts located
less than 500mm from internal corner.

Provide all operative parts 900-1100mm
AFFL and not within 500mm of an internal
corner.

H

.8

Shower seat installed more than 40mm off Retain as is, as unable to improve
arrangement within existing walls.
side wall due to splay in corner.
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Shower clothes hooks.

Provide two hooks 400+/-10mm & 600
+/-10mm from the seat at 1200-1350mm
AFFL.

H

Issue

Action

Rating Comments

Provide a compliant UAWC in this facility.

H

Action

Rating Comments

UAWC layout complies with
.11 AS1428.1:2009 apart from some fixtures
and fittings.

Modify fitout as detailed below.

H

Two UAWCs are provided within this
.12 building.
Both are left hand configuration.

Provide equal numbers of right and left
handed configurations.

H

.9

11.3 Library UAWC

UAWC layout and fitout does not comply
.10 with
AS1428.1:2001.

Issue
11.4 Tree House UAWC
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.13 WC backrest not provided.

Provide WC back rest with a width of
350-400mm, 150-200mm high & located
120-150mm above the seat height.

H
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dispenser operative parts located at
.14 Soap
internal corner.

Provide all operative parts 900-1100mm
AFFL and not within 500mm of an internal
corner.

H

Airblade hand dryer difficult to use for
.15 many
people.

Provide all operative parts 900-1100mm
AFFL and not within 500mm of an internal
corner.

M

Mirror has non-compliant mounting
.16 height.

Provide mirror with lower edge at max.
900mm & upper edge at min. 1850mm
AFFL.

H

.17 WC Clothes hook.

Provide at least one clothes hook at
1200-1350mm AFFL and not within 500mm
of an internal corner.

H

Action

Rating Comments

Issue
11.5 Tree House UAWC & Shower
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UAWC layout complies with
.18 AS1428.1:2009 however fitout needs
minor adjustment.

Modify fitout as noted below to comply.

WC backrest not installed as per
.19 AS1428.1.

Provide WC back rest with a width of
350-400mm, 150-200mm high & located
120-150mm above the seat height.

H
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Airblade dryers are not recommended for
.20 use
in UAWCs as difficult for many users.

Provide std hand dryer with operative parts
900-1100mm AFFL and not within 500mm
of an internal corner.

H

.21 Mirror.

Provide mirror with lower edge at max.
900mm & upper edge at min. 1850mm
AFFL.

H

.22 No soap holder provided.

Provide soap holder 900-1100mm AFFL, no
less than 300mm & no more than 800mm
from the corner and 50mm clear of the
verical grabrail.

H

.23 Shower clothes hooks.

Provide two hooks 400+/-10mm & 600
+/-10mm from the seat at 1200-1350mm
AFFL.

H
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12.0 Ambulant Sanitary Cubicles (AmbWC)
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

12.1 Ambulant Sanitary Cubicle - Site wide

.1

Ambulant cubicles not provided at all
banks of toilets where required by NCC/
AS1428.1.

Provide as noted below.

H

.2

Location.

Provide ambulant WC cubicles where one or
more cubicles are provided in gender
facilities co-located with UAWCs.

H

.3

WC pan in Tree House ambulant cubicle
too low.

Provide WC pan with seat height of
460-480mm AFFL centrally in the cubicle.

H
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13.0 Council Chamber & Meeting Rooms
This area was not inspected due to the rooms being in use at the time of the inspection.

14.0 Hearing Augmentation
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

Provide hearing augmentation systems
where in-built amplification systems are
installed, including meeting rooms,
auditoriums, rooms in Class 9b buildings,
and where a screen barrier is provided.

H

14.1 Hearing Augmentation

.1

No system apparent.
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15.0 Signage
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

Compliant signage to be installed as part of
any redevelopment project.

H

15.1 Signage - Site wide

.1

Signage not provided according to
AS1428.1 & NCC to Library or Council
Office's toilets.
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.2

.3

.4

Raised tactile & braille signage has been
provided as part of sanitary facility
No further action.
upgrade work to the Tree House portables.

Hearing augmentation signage not
provided.

Provide the international symbol of
deafness in rooms provided with a hearing
augmentation system. Include type of
system, area covered & where receivers can
be obtained.

H

Signage at emergency exits not provided.

Provide raised tactile text & Braille signage
at exit doors stating 'Exit' and 'Level'
followed by the floor level number in any
redevelopment project

H
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16.0 Switches, GPOs & Lighting
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

16.1 Switches & Lighting - Site Wide

.1

Many light switches mounted too high or
too close to internal corners.

Provide in accordance with AS1428.1:2009
in any redevelopment.

H

.2

Light switches.

Provide all switches 900-1100mm AFFL and
no less than 500mm from internal corners.

H

.3

Light switches in accessible WCs

Provide rocker switches 30x30mm.

H
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17.0 Floor Finishes
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

H

17.1 Floor Finishes - Site wide

.1

Minor lips and changes in level are
present.

Provide changes in level between abutting
floor surfaces of max. 3mm or 5mm, if
rounded or bevelled.

.2

Carpet worn in some areas. Potential for
trip hazards to occur.

Replace carpet where required in accordance
M
with AS1428.1:2009.

22.0 Joinery
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

22.1 Joinery - Council Offices
.1

Reception counter height not provided
with an accessible section.

Provide low section of counter at 850 +/20mm for a minimum width of 900mm.

M

.2

Reception counter not provided with open
knee clearance.

Provide open knee clearance for a depth of
400mm or 620mm where writing is
required.

M

.3

Provide 1540 manoeuvring space in front of
Not all Utility areas have adequate
circulation space in front of printer/copiers. printers.

M

Issue

Action

Rating Comments

Provide open knee clearance for a depth of
400mm or 620mm where writing is
required.

M

22.2 Library

.4

No open knee clearance provided under
counter at information desk.
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23.0 Food & Beverage Areas
Issue

Action

Rating Comments

In any redevelopment, consider the
provision of accessible facilities.

M

Action

Rating Comments

23.1 Tea Rooms & Kitchenettes

.1

Accessible Tea points & Kitchenettes have
not been provided in any buildings.

24.0 Emergency Evacuation
Issue
24.1 Emergency Evacuation

.1

No details of emergency evacuation for
people with disabilities procedures
provided.

Ensure people with disabilities are provided
for in building evacuation plan.

.2

No visual alarms provided.

Consider providing strobe lights to
supplement auditory alarms.

M
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Abbreviations & Definitions

Accessible

Describes all or part of a site, building or facility that can
be used by people with disabilities. The site or building
complies with the Disability Discrimination Act, the
Disability Access to Premises - Buildings standard, the
National Construction Code and the Australian Standards
referenced by it for disability access.

Accessible path of travel

A passageway, walkway, ramp, landing or other space
used for circulation or movement by a person with a
disability.

Action Plan

The policy which outlines the actions that an organisation
is prepared to undertaks to accommodate people with
disabilities and respond to individual needs.

Affected path of travel

Existing buildings undergoing building works are required
to provide a compliant continuous accessible path of
travel from the principal pedestrian entrance through the
building to the new works. The areas of the existing
building which must be upgraded are referred to as the
the "affected path of travel".

AFFL

Above Finished Floor Level.

AFGL

Above Finished Ground Level.

Ambulant people with disabilities

People who are able to walk but have mobility, sensory or
joint impairments

Auditory indicator

An auditory signal that allows auditory recognition by a
person with a vision impairment. For example a bell to
indicate which teller is available at a bank.

Australian Human Rights Commission

Australian Human Rights Commission is a Federal
Government Department that seeks equality in Australia.

Bariatric

The branch of medicine dealing with obesity and people
with weight of up to 500kg.

BCA

Building Code of Australia - also known as National
Construction Code.

Changing Places

A sanitary facility for people who require the assistance of
a carer. The facility includes additional space, a peninsular
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toilet, adult sized change table, hoist & washbasin. A
shower may also be included.

Continuous Accessible Path of Travel

The path of travel from the property boundary, car park
into and through a building to all areas required to be
accessible.

DAPS

Disability (Access to Premises - Buildings) Standards. A
person, designer or building owner who has achieved
compliance with these standards is considered to have
met the intent of the DDA in the areas the DAPS is
applicable to.

DDA

Disabilty Discrimination Act. The Federal Disability
Discrimination Act provides protection for everyone
against discrimination based on disability. It can be used
to stop someone being treated less fairly than someone
without a disability. It includes, but is not limited to access
to premises, accommodation, employment and
education.

Disability

A physical, sensory, intellectual or psychological state
that causes limitations of a person's ability to function.

Discrimination

The practice of less than equitable actions by a person or
organisation against people with disabilities.

Elderly

An adult of age greater than sixty-five.

Emergency refuge area.

An accessible area for people with disabilities to seek safe
refuge in the case of an emergency whilst they wait for
assistance to evacuate.

Hazard

Any object within the environment that may place people
at risk.

Hearing augmentation

Systems used to assist people with hearing impairments
understand verbal announcements and information.
Hearing loops, infra-red systems, FM systems, captioning
services and signage are all forms of hearing
augmentation systems.

Hearing impairment

The partial or total loss of hearing. Some people with
hearing impairments can benefit from the use of hearing
aids.
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Limited hand function

The lack of strength and control of the hand, for example
caused by arthritis or quadriplegia.

Kerb ramp

A ramp, located within a kerb with a maximum gradient of
1:8, length of 1520mm and height of 190mm.

Mandatory

An item that is required by the Disability (Access to
Premises - Buildings) Standard and the National
Construction Code/ Building Code of Australia.

Mobility aids

Equipment used by people with mobility impairments, for
example wheelchairs, crutches or walking frames.

Mobility impairment

The total or partial loss of the ability to walk or maintain
balance.

N

Newton force, which is used to measure the amount of
force required to open a door or push a button.

NCC/BCA

National Construction Code / Building Code of Australia.

NFA

No further action.

Person who uses a wheelchair

An individual who uses a manual wheelchair or motorized
wheelchair for mobility.

Physical access

Usually refers to building features required by a person
who uses a wheelchair.

Print disability

A disability which results in a person being unable to use
printed text because of a vision impairment or learning
disability.

Raised tactile Braille signage

Signage with text which is raised above the surrounding
surface so it can be read tactually. Braille information
which describes all the information on the sign is
included. Braille information is required to be provided
according to the requirements of the Australian Braille
Authority.

Reasonable adjustment

The extent to which an organisation is required or can be
expected to facilitate the adjustment of inaccessible
services or facilities for people with disabilities.
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Safety decals

Decals, indicators or stripes provided on glazing to alert
people so they do not mistake glazing as an opening.

Sensory impairment

Any significant loss of hearing or sight.

Sentence case

Upper case for the first letter of each main word and
lower case for all other letters.

Scooter

A motorized scooter has a seat with three or four wheels
and a handlebar like a motorbike. They are commonly
used by people with limited mobility but their spatial
requirements are not currently considered in the NCC/
BCA.

Shall

Refers to an action that is mandatory or required.

Shorelining

The way a person with a vision impairment follows along
the edge of a building or structure as a guide to
navigating along a path.

Short of stature

A person who is less than typical height, often with
atypical body proportions.

Should

Refers to an action that is not mandatory but
recommended for best practice.

Statutory signage

Signage required to be provided by NCC/BCA D3.6.

Step ramp

A ramp with a maximum gradient of 1:10, length of
1900mm and height of 190mm.

Tactile indicator

An indicator that provides information to people with
vision impairment through tactile senses. TGSIs are one
example.

Textural contrast

The change in texture and colour of floor surfaces that
provides enhanced visual direction and warning for a
person with vision impairment.
Tactile Ground Surface Indicators.

TGSI

Warning indicators are raised dots placed at road
crossings, stairs, ramps and hazards.
Directional indicators are raised strips which assist a
person navigate through a space.
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Warning & directional indicators can be one of three
types:
• Integrated indicators are raised buttons or strips
within a tile or paver, usually 300x300mm or
400x400mm.
• Discrete indicators are individual buttons or strips
usually installed as single units.
• Composite indicators are individual buttons or strips
made of two different materials or colours.
TPH

Toilet paper holder

TTY

Telephone typewriter that is used by people with hearing
impairments.

Unjustifiable hardship

The degree of difficulty associated with completing
alterations to provide access for people with disabilities.
The physical building as well as the financial capability of
the person/organization is considered. What is
considered unjustifiable hardship to a small business may
not be unjustifiable for a large corporation.

Universal Design

The design of products and environments to allow use by
the widest range of people regardless of age, size, ability
or situation, without special adjustments for individuals
with different abilities.

Vision Impairment

The partial or total loss of visual acuity and perception.
Some people with vision impairments use visual aids such
as spectacles, canes, electronic devices or a guide dog for
mobility and daily functioning. The majority of people with
vision impairments have some residual vision.

Visual indicators

Decals, indicators or stripes provided on glazing to alert
people so they do not mistake glazing as an opening.

Wayfinding

The methods used by all people to approach and navigate
through a building or open site.

Wayfinding signage

Signage provided to assist people navigate to and
through a building or open site. It is to give a clear and
precise indication of how access can be achieved, either
physical access or access for a person with a vision
impairment.
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Standard Access Report Numbers & Items
Notes and items have only been included in this report which are relevant to the project building. A full list
of the items used in Architecture & Access' standard report are listed below.
1.0 Parking & Drop Off Zones.
2.0 External Paths of Travel.
3.0 Entrances.
4.0 Doors.
5.0 Door Controls.
6.0 Glazing & Visual Indicators.
7.0 Internal Paths of Travel.
8.0 Ramps.
9.0 Stairs.
10.0 Lifts & Escalators.
11.0 Unisex Accessible Sanitary Facilities.
12.0 Ambulant Sanitary Cubicles.
13.0 Auditorium & Assembly Areas.
14.0 Hearing Augmentation.
15.0 Signage.
16.0 Switches, GPOs & Lighting.
17.0 Floor Finishes.
18.0 Sole Occupancy Units.
19.0 Swimming Pools.
20.0 Site Specific Areas.
21.0 Street Furniture.
22.0 Joinery, Furniture & Fittings.
23.0 Food & Beverage Areas.
24.0 Emergency Evacuation.

